
1. Take sails, boat and stand out of the box. Place the hull 
on stand (with deeper groove in stand facing aft).

2. Remove wrapping from sails and gently unroll. 
Note: Take care when untying bundle of rigging lines, so 
as not to tangle.

Bowsprit
3. Pull Bowsprit out from Bow, placing end notch up against 

line attached to deck to hold in place. Hook line from 
hull front to eyelet (E1) on Bowsprit underside.

Mast and Boom
4. Insert Mast into Mast Step with Boom pointing toward 

Stern.  
5. Hook end of line from blocks on aft deck to eyelet (E2) 

on Boom underside.

Gaff Sail
6. Raise Gaff Sail and insert gooseneck pin on top spar 

into eyelet (E3) at Mast top. Hook line from bottom 
corner of Gaff Sail to eyelet (E4) on starboard deck 
near Mast Step.

Shrouds and Stays
7.   Find set of Shroud lines attached to port side Mast 

and matching unattached set of Shroud lines 
(which has a pair of lines with hooks at ends 
that hangs from a central hook). Hang 
unattached Shroud lines from starbard side 
Mast eyelet (E5), and hook ends to deck 
eyelets (E6, E7). Hook ends of attached 
port side Shrouds to deck eyelets (E8, 
E9). 

 Note: Use sliding adjusters on lines 
to tighten rigging where needed.

8. Hook ends of stay lines from top 
of Mast to aft deck eyelets 
(E10, E11). 

9. Hook ends of lines from 
mid-Mast to deck eyelets 
(E12, E13).

Main Sail
10. Hook lines 

coming from 
blocks hanging 
from each side of upper 
Main Sail spar to deck eyelets (E14, E15).

11.  Hook ends of lines attached to the tip of the Main Sail 
upper spar to aft deck eyelets (E16, E17).

12. Find the zigzag line supporting the Mail Sail upper spar, 
and hook top end of line to eyelet (E18) on Mast.

13. Carefully work the zigzag lines, pulling 
line taunt between 
blocks until the 
end of the line can 
hook to starboard 
deck eyelet (E19) next 
to Mast Step.

1st Jib Sail
14.  Raise 1st Jib by pulling end of line coming from blocks at top of 

sail, hooking end to starboard deck eyelet (E20) near Mast Step.
 (Hook top corner of 1st Jib, if not already attached, to Mast eyelet.)

15.  Hook fore corner of 1st Jib to Bowsprit eyelet (E21) and end of 
line at forward edge of 1st Jib to same eyelet (E21).

16.  Hook ends of lines from 1st Jib aft corner 
to deck eyelets (E22, E23).

2nd Jib Sail
17. Hook forward corner of 2nd Jib 

to Bowsprit  eyelet (E24). 
(Hook top corner of 

2nd Jib, if not already 
attached, to Mast eyelet.)

18. Hook aft corner to deck 
eyelet (E25). 

3rd Jib Sail
19. Hook line at fore 

corner of 3rd Jib to 
Bowsprit eyelet (E26). 

(Hook top corner of 
3rd Jib, if not 

already attached, 
to Mast eyelet.)

20. Hook line at 
lower aft 

corner to 
deck 

eyelet 
(E15).
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